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Morning all!  

 

I trust you all had a great weekend. 

 

Feels very odd to say this, but there’s not an awful lot to say on the market's front! We have

had a quiet weekend for once. 

 

On the PiQ front though…. We have big news! 

 

In case you missed the announcement on Twitter, I have decided to make the Twitter Lists I

curate part of your Premium subscription. 

 

Thank you to the guys that provided feedback on this decision over the past couple weeks,

definitely helped make the decision a lot easier. 

 

Full details...

https://www.priapusiq.com/account/notifications
https://www.priapusiq.com/profile/b6c1534e-acac-4f8c-9ba3-243f2780fce2
https://www.priapusiq.com/


So as it says, simply hit ‘FOLLOW’ on the @PiQLists Twitter account and drop me a DM on

there (exactly what you’ve done for the @PiQViP account). 

 

For those of you that don’t use Tweetdeck and/or decent lists (mine, OBVIOUSLY!!) I seriously

compel you to give them a try, you’ll be amazed how much market-moving news now hits

Twitter before RTRS or BBG 

 

Below is part of my Tweetdeck layout, which I have up every minute I’m at my desk.

https://twitter.com/PiQLists


Chart Of The Day – Gold & Real Rates

 

The price of the shiny yellow stuff has been tracking that of real rates since. 

 

As BoA note –  



 

It is worth noting that the drop in gold prices mirrored the move in real interest rates during

the past two months. As investors feared the extension of the China lockdown to the US and

the rest of the world economy, asset values and consumer price expectations collapsed faster

than nominal interest rates, triggering fears of an economic depression. Having learned the

lessons of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), the Federal Reserve raced to expand its balance

to increase fixed income liquidity and reflate US asset values, ultimately supporting a sharp

recovery in gold prices 

 

The selloff and subsequent recovery in gold prices during March was somewhat mechanical

in nature. As the ultimate store of value, gold is a reflection of market movements across all

major financial and physical assets. In the past we have argued that gold volatility is a function

of real interest rates, USD, commodities and risk. Swings in these four variables alone can

help explain up to 80% of variation in weekly gold price changes, providing an important

template to understand the direction of future gold prices. 

 

It’s also worth noting that BoA lifted their 18m Gold target from $2000/oz to $3000/oz last

week.

CV19 Roundup 

 

Deaths 

 

More than 2.97 million people have been reported to be infected by the novel coronavirus

globally and 205,948 have died, according to a Reuters tally, as of 0200 GMT on Monday. 

 

Americas 

 

* Total infections in the United States were more than 970,000 and the death toll stood at

54,822, according to a Reuters tally as of 0200 GMT on Monday. 

 

* Colorado, Mississippi, Minnesota, Montana and Tennessee were set to join other states in

reopening businesses, while Oklahoma governor called on U.S. President Donald Trump to

declare the pandemic an "act of God".  

 

* The U.S. government notified lenders on Sunday that it will cap how much each bank can

lend under the emergency loan program.  

 

* Argentina will extend a mandatory nationwide quarantine period until May 10, while

Honduras will extend the blanket curfew by one week until 2100 GMT on May 3.  

 

* Mexico reported 835 new cases and 46 additional fatalities. It also returned most occupants

in government migrant centres to their countries of origin.  

 

* Confirmed cases in Panama reached 5,779 on Sunday, a rise of 241 from the previous day,

and deaths climbed by six to 165.  

 

Europe 

 

* Italy reported 260 more deaths on Sunday, the smallest daily tally since March 14, and said it

plans to allow factories and building sites to reopen from May 4 and permit limited family

visits.  

 

* British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is expected to announce plans for easing a month-old

lockdown as early as this week after he returned to Downing Street on Sunday night, the

Telegraph reported.  

 



* Death toll in France increased by 242 to 22,856.  

 

* A group of 25 Dutch high school students arrived back in the Netherlands in a two-mast

schooner on Sunday, as airline restrictions forced them to sail it home from the Caribbean.  

 

* Total cases in Turkey rose by 2,357 in the past 24 hours, and 99 more people have died.  

 

Asia-Pacific 

 

* China reported three new cases on April 26, down from 11 a day earlier, while there were 25

new asymptomatic cases on April 26. Total cases in mainland China stand at 82,830.  

 

* Japan's Osaka Prefecture said it will name and shame more pachinko parlour gambling

outlets that are defying coronavirus lockdown requests.  

 

* Prime Minister Narendra Modi urged Indians to comply with a nationwide lockdown and

social distancing measures on Sunday, a day after some of the world's toughest restrictions

were eased slightly while cases of COVID-19 continued to mount.  

 

* More than a million Australians rushed to download an app designed to help authorities

trace close contacts of COVID-19 patients.  

 

Middle East & Africa 

 

* Egypt has asked the International Monetary Fund for financial support and will begin talks

with it within days.  

 

* Iran plans to reopen mosques in parts of the country that have been consistently free of the

outbreak.  

 

* Saudi Arabia eased curfews across the country, while keeping 24-hour curfews in Mecca

and in neighbourhoods previously put in isolation.  

 

* Israel permitted some businesses to reopen and said it would consider allowing children

back to school.  

 

* South Africa is seeking 95 billion rand ($4.99 billion) from multilateral lenders to help it fight

the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

 

Economic Fallout 

 

* Asian shares bounced as the Bank of Japan (BOJ) announced more stimulus steps, while oil

took another spill as the world ran short of space to store it all.  

 

* National Australia Bank Ltd NAB.AX asked investors for A$3.5 billion ($2.2 billion) and cut its

dividend.  

 

* The Bank of Japan ramped up risky asset purchases and pledged to buy unlimited amounts

of government bonds.  

 

 

 

Headline Roundup

Global Stocks Rise; Yen Ticks Up on BOJ Support 

 



Global stocks started the week with gains amid signs of positive developments in the fight

against the coronavirus and a boost to stimulus measures from the Bank of Japan. The dollar

retreated. 

 

Asian shares climbed, U.S. futures reversed earlier losses to trade higher and European

contracts pushed up. Trading volumes remained subdued amid the risk-on move. In

currencies, the Australian dollar outperformed, while the yen strengthened. Treasury yields

advanced. Coronavirus deaths slowed the most in more than a month in Spain, Italy and

France while fatalities reported in the U.K. and New York were the lowest since the end of

March. 

 

The Federal Reserve joins the BOJ and the European Central Bank announcing policy

decisions this week as the battle against the pandemic continues with some countries

proceeding with steps to relax lockdown measures. Several major economies will release

GDP numbers, while corporate earnings will keep flooding in, including from Amazon.com

Inc., Barclays Plc and Samsung Electronics Co. 

 

“This coming week will be huge from a macro data perspective and the extent to which the

global economy has been floored by Covid-19,” said Simon Ballard, chief economist at First

Abu Dhabi Bank. “Until we are clearly past the peak of the outbreak, on a global scale, and

can feasibly deem the pathogen to be contained and there to be no meaningful risk of a

second wave of infection, we believe a defensive investment strategy will remain the most

appropriate.” 

 

the Bank of Japan removed limits on its purchases of government bonds, joining global

counterparts in their unprecedented expansion of monetary stimulus as the coronavirus

hammers the world economy. The central bank also ramped up its scope for buying corporate

bonds and commercial paper. 

 

Meantime, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo sketched out a phased-in reopening that

begins with construction and manufacturing. That could start as soon as May 15, he said,

probably upstate before the New York City area. Italy and Spain, Europe’s two hardest-hit

countries, along with neighboring France, all signaled tentative moves to open up their

economies. 

 

Elsewhere, oil fell to trade below $16 a barrel as swelling global crude stockpiles made it more

difficult for leading producers to balance the market by curbing output. 

 

 

U.S. Debates How Quickly It Can Reopen 

 

Some U.S. states took tentative steps toward reopening from lockdowns spurred by the new

coronavirus, as officials debated how quickly to remove restrictions amid uncertainty about

when the worst of the pandemic would subside. 

 

Salons, retailers and other businesses in several U.S. states started to reopen over the

weekend, as governors began easing restrictions in some sectors in an effort to begin to

repair the battered economy. 

 

Around the world, too, officials began moves to ease restrictions. Hard-hit Italy announced a

timetable for reopening beginning next month, while Spain allowed children to leave their

homes after six weeks under one of the strictest lockdowns in the world. 

 

The moves in the U.S. come as the rate of growth in infections in some parts of the country

appeared to slow, according to some health and state officials. Still, the number of confirmed

infections neared 1 million in the U.S., according to figures from Johns Hopkins University.

Public-health officials warned social-distancing measures would likely continue through the

summer and a return to normalcy could prove fitful. 



 

Dr. Deborah Birx, a White House health official coordinating the coronavirus response, said

the government is seeing cases come down but that doesn’t mean life will return to normal.

She had been asked about a comment by Vice President Mike Pence who said last week that

the pandemic would largely be behind the U.S. by Memorial Day. 

 

“Social distancing will be with us through the summer, to really ensure that we protect one

another as we move through these phases,” she said on NBC. 

 

Meanwhile, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said in an interview with Fox News he

expects the economy to bounce back in July, August and September as closed businesses

resume operations. 

 

“As businesses begin to open, you’re going to see [the] demand side of the economy

rebound,” Mr. Mnuchin said. 

 

The confirmed death toll in the U.S. rose to more than 54,500 on Sunday, three months after

the first case of contamination was reported in the country. Globally, more than 2.9 million

people have tested positive with the infection and more than 205,700 have died. Some

experts say these figures understate the extent of the pandemic. 

 

 

BoE warns bank loan reserves risk choking business funding 

 

 

The Bank of England has warned UK lenders against booking huge charges on souring loans

amid fears it would curb their ability to support struggling companies. 

 

Representatives from the BoE’s Prudential Regulation Authority have spoken with top banking

executives over the past week to advise them not to “kitchen sink” provisions in the first

quarter of the year, several people involved told the Financial Times. 

 

The PRA is concerned after seeing global banks post big increases in reserves for potential

defaults due to coronavirus lockdowns. The six largest US lenders increased their first-quarter

loan provisions by a combined $25.4bn — a year-on-year rise of 350 per cent. At Credit

Suisse, the only European bank to report so far, the measure rocketed 600 per cent. 

 

Banks including Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds and RBS report their first-quarter results over the next

two weeks. If their loan-loss provisions were to increase in line with their US peers, they would

suffer a sharp hit to profits, while Barclays would be likely to fall to a loss. 

 

More important from the regulator’s perspective is that such conservative planning for

defaults would hit capital levels, reducing banks’ ability to write new loans at a time when

companies desperately need credit. 

 

Supervisors have already relaxed capital and audit rules to ensure lenders do not eat too far

into their loss-absorbing buffers. They have also banned dividends and share buybacks to

safeguard capital. 

 

“Unless there is a significant increase it won’t be credible,” said one person involved in the

discussions, “but provisions should not be so massive that they absorb all the capital relief.

That is not realistic.” 

 

 

Europe Starts Stumping Up Billions for Cash-Strapped Airlines 

 

Government bailouts for the European airline industry are taking shape after France and the

Netherlands pledged as much as 11 billion euros ($11.9 billion) to save Air France-KLM, and



German rival Deutsche Lufthansa AG heads into a crucial week to work out a similar-sized

rescue. 

 

The lifelines to the region’s two biggest carriers by passenger traffic would come after each

warned of impending cash crunches and their inability to survive the effects of the coronavirus

pandemic without state help. They join a global chorus of distressed airlines that have

grounded fleets, furloughed staff and decried the biggest crisis ever to confront the sector. 

 

In the case of Air France-KLM, the French and Dutch governments -- the carrier’s biggest

shareholders -- set aside a long-simmering conflict over how the group should be run to unveil

two, albeit separate, packages of direct loans and guarantees to keep it afloat. 

 

For Lufthansa, the road map to salvation is just as politically fraught, involving German

Chancellor Angela Merkel and the governments of Austria, Belgium and Switzerland, where it

operates so-called national flag carriers. 

 

The willingness by France and likely Germany to shore up their ailing champions comes after

the International Air Transport Association repeatedly warned the health crisis could bankrupt

half the world’s airlines, with the hit to European carriers expected to reach $89 billion in lost

sales. The U.K., traditionally less inclined to dole out taxpayer money, is extending loan

guarantees to carriers that qualify. The U.S. is disbursing about $25 billion in payroll

assistance, while airlines have also applied for government loans. 

 

“All efforts are devoted to respond to this unprecedented shock,” French Finance Minister

Bruno Le Maire and his Dutch counterpart, Wopke Hoekstra, said in a joint statement on the

Air France-KLM aid package, adding that they will push the carrier to recover its

competitiveness and financial footing. 

 

 

Kim Jong Un: North Korean leader is 'alive and well', says South Korea 

 

South Korea has said Kim Jong Un is "alive and well", casting doubts again on speculation that

the North Korean leader is seriously ill after undergoing heart surgery. 

 

"Our government position is firm," Moon Chung-in, the top foreign policy adviser to South

Korean President Moon Jae-in, told CNN. 

 

"Kim Jong Un is alive and well. He has been staying in the Wonsan area since 13 April. No

suspicious movements have so far been detected." 

 

Kim, 36, was last seen in public on 11 April at a meeting of the ruling Workers' Party politburo. 

 

But when the country celebrated the birthday of his late grandfather and state founder Kim Il

Sung four days later, he was absent. 

 

 

Since then there have been conflicting accounts about his whereabouts and health, fanned by

his heavy smoking, apparent weight gain since taking power and family history of

cardiovascular problems. 

 

CNN last week reported that Kim was in "grave danger" following the surgical procedure,

citing an anonymous US official. 

 

Daily NK, a website run mostly by North Korean defectors, also said last week that Kim was

recovering at a villa in Hyangsan County in North P'yongan province after having surgery on

12 April. 

 

News agency Newsis cited South Korean intelligence sources on Friday as reporting that a



special train for Kim's use had been seen in Wonsan, while the dictator's private plane

remained in Pyongyang. 

 

The agency reported that Kim may be sheltering from COVID-19, the respiratory disease

caused by the coronavirus. 

 

A report by 38 North, a Washington-based project that monitors North Korea, said: "The train's

presence does not prove the whereabouts of the North Korean leader or indicate anything

about his health but it does lend weight to reports that Kim is staying at an elite area on the

country's eastern coast." 

 

 

Model Portfolio

 

Nothing to report, I continue to be happy short the Russell2000, we’ll see what Month End

has in store for us.

 

As always, check @PiQViP for any updates throughout the day.

https://twitter.com/piqvip


Looking Ahead 

 

A reasonably mundane start to what has the makings of a pretty hectic week, what with push

to restart economies, FOMC, US GDP, further disagreements within the EU and of course...

Month End! 

 

Back to today, of note, the only piece of data we have going for ourselves is the Dallas Fed

Mfg Business Index at 15:30bst… Considered second-tier data at best, I wouldn’t be getting

too giddy. 

 

On the Speakers/Events front, again it’s pretty damn quiet, UK PM Johnson is back in the hot-

seat of power at No.10 Downing Street so expect him to want to stamp his authority firmly

down on something or other. 

 

Also, in the UK, we have BoE’s Proudman and Chancellor Sunak expected during the

European session. 

 

Worth highlighting the commodity Options expiries today, be on your toes for added volatility

in the closing minutes ahead of the lights being switched off. 

 

(times in BST) 

 

18:00 Copper May 2020 Options Expiry 

18:25 Silver May 2020 Options Expiry 

18:30 Gold May 2020 Options Expiry 

19:30 Brent Jun 2020 Options Expiry 

 

 

Have a great day, and keep it tight!
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